Treasure Hacks Sponsorship
Information
March 25th-26th, 2022

Our Mission
We believe in more than the power of hackathons but in the power of community.
Once joined, students will have the backing and assistance of hundreds of
others who would have been otherwise unreachable. This is why we made Treasure
Hacks: to gather those who are beginning and those who are experienced in
computer science to grow a community eager to collaborate and reach out to
those outside their social circles.

Our Hackathon(short):
Hi, we’re Treasure Hacks, an online hackathon based in California. We are
planning to host the online event, which is open to any english speaking
student, from March 25-26 for around 300 students. It will include both the
main competition, where students create a solution to their own question based
on a theme, and mini events.

Our Hackathon(long):
The competition will follow the typical formatting of online hackathons.
Students in groups of up to four, create an idea and must come up with a
working solution using programming. This may be a game, service, etc. To
support our hackers, we have added learning opportunities in the form of
mini-event lectures and other activities, including many beginner-friendly
events. These added learning opportunities may be a sponsor introducing their
intuitive API or programming service, an industry computer scientist sharing
their experiences, or an educator introducing programming techniques. In
addition, we plan to assist our hackers through every step in the hackathon
during supplementary mini-events. Then, to build a collaborative and friendly
community, we are planning collaborative events, a new category to win (“most
hackers helped”), and events after the hackathon in a new Treasure Hacks
Discord community.

Why We Need Sponsors
In our hackathon, we hope our sponsors will offer to speak, provide workshops,
mentors, prizes, and judges. We also need funds to purchase t-shirts and
stickers to give out as participation prizes ($3,000). In addition, we are
also happy to give our hackers subscriptions for any sponsors’ product.

Sponsor Benefits:
*Based on donation amount or retail price of items/workshops donated
Bronze:

$50-199

Silver:

$200-499

Gold:

$500-999

Diamond:

Distribute Swag

⭐

⭐

⭐

⭐

Public acknowledgement
during opening and
ending ceremony

⭐

⭐

⭐

⭐

⭐

⭐

⭐

Host a mini event
about product (if
applicable to
programming)

⭐

⭐

Appreciation post on
Instagram and Discord

⭐

⭐

Name on website and
t-shirt.

Speaking at Opening
Ceremony (One Minute)

⭐

$1000+

If you have more questions or would be interested in sponsoring our event,
please contact us at contact@treasurehacks.dev. Thank you!

